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INTRODUCTORY REMARKS.

This title list is made to supply literature references to visitors of the Annual Conference on Decentralisation and Legitimacy of the Association for Law and Administration in Developing and Transitional Countries, held in The Hague at the Institute of Social Studies on the 20th of June, 2002.

The titles are on decentralisation and legitimacy. Legitimacy is here primarily interpreted as democracy, democratisation, and all forms of participation of the population in the political processes of the country concerned.

The titles were harvested in the WorldCatalogue, [http://newfirstsearch.oclc.org/FSIP] visited: 06-12-02 have been altered to the fit of this list, and are presented in alphabetical-author order. Most entries have a TOC (table of content) to inform the reader on the subject, some have a small abstract serving the same purpose.

The references have been published in the period 1999 - 2002, only monographs were selected. WorldCatalogue has the possibility to make selections based on representation in libraries; we have kept that in mind while making this selection.

The Association for Law and Administration in Developing and Transitional Countries is closely related to the Van Vollenhoven Institute for Law, Governance and Development. The institute started in 1978 as merger of two collections on colonial law, administration and adat law in the former Dutch colonies. After a process of transformation and adjustment to the changing needs of research and teaching since the 1980s, the collection profile now includes a general collection on law, governance and development in developing countries, and some country and region specific collections. The countries are: Indonesia, China, South Africa, recently Mali and Ghana were added, Suriname, the Netherlands Antilles and Aruba; the regions are: North Africa (Egypt and Morocco), Southeast Asia, Latin America and the Caribbean, and the Middle East (Islamic law).

You are welcome in the library at:
Faculty of Law, Hugo de Grootstraat 27, room 354, 2311 XK, Leiden, Netherlands.
Tel. 071-5277261
Email: a.j.dekker@law.leidenuniv.nl or s.holverda@law.leidenuniv.nl

Leiden, June 12, 2002.
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